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ABSTRACT 

Software Engineering is one of the major disciplines in modern computing. Starting from the 

birth of Computing, Software Development and Engineering methodologies has also reached 

to new heights and now has become a matter of great learning and research. With the 

increase in customer demands and requirements, there aroused need for faster development 

so that society may be served faster. This quickness in software development has lead to the 

development in programming environments. But, the pace also lead to major problems due to 

which, hard worked projects generally gets dumped or fails completely. We have recovered 

from Software Crisis but still, a large number of projects are getting failed now-a-days. The 

reason is not only the source code which runs the program. It is not the fault of programmer 

that softwares are getting failed. Rather, te actual reason is Lack of Proper Risk 

Management. In recent years, industry has been working in this matter, but, still a lot of 

development if needed for finding best solutions. In this paper, risk factors at the initial 

stages of Software Development Process, possible causes and preventive measures will be 

proposed.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  
In order to fulfill the rapidly increasing requirements of society, a lot of programming 

environments have been made available in the market by a large number of vendors. Their 

number is countless but, only a small number of products are widely used. The main reason 

behind this has been the efficiency and reliability of the products produced by these 

environments.[3] But, still a lot of projects have got dumped or failed in the past decade. 

Some general reasons like Lack of proper planning, improper code writing, Bad design etc. 

have been accounted as main issues for years. But, in recent years, stress has been laid on 

another important issue that puts a light on these general problems and typical ones as well, 

which were not visible or accounted ever earlier. This issue is called Risk Management. With 

the increasing study on this, it has become a full subject of research rather than just an issue 

to be checked.[8] In general terms, we can see risk as a runtime entity which occurs only 

when the particular development process is under execution. Thus, a risk or a category of 

risks can only be prevented by studying the reasons of failure of previous projects and 

working on finding their solutions so that they can be prevented before arising. Before going 

into deep, it is necessary to have a look at what a risk really is and what it can do. 

Any uncertain condition, which may arise in a software development process and can put an 

impact, generally negative, is known as a Risk. A risk, when arise negatively, can affect the 

project in many ways: 

• It may cause financial loss due to wrong estimation. 

• It may cause delay in project delivery. 

• It may even make the presently developed module to be re-developed in order to 

prevent overall failure. 

• It may create confusions and all the stages may have to be redefined. 

• It may also change the objective of project, thus causing overall project failure. 

• It may put a dark spot on the reputation and thus, harms that organization. 

• It may become a panic for the society. 

Crucial objectives Like Development Schedule, Cost, Resources, Quality, Usability, 

Popularity, and Maintainability are generally affected badly by the Risks not accounted or 

resolved during development process. 

Thus, while thinking about risk in a project, we need to consider following basic things: 

• Possibilities of occurrence of a risk. 

• Strength of objectives to resist it. 
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• Possible impact that can be put by it. 

• Ability to tolerate that impact. 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 
In order to understand risk, its reasons and solutions, some information has been collected 

regarding various kinds of risks, factors leading to those risks and failures that they resulted 

in. Risk may occur at various stages during complete project cycle. Let us investigate some 

failures and devise some new ideas below:[8] 

2.1 Risk Occurrence Factors during Initial Stages 

• Improper Requirement Supply, Gathering and Analysis - This factor involves both 

parties the Client and the Service Providing team. In some cases, client may not be able to 

clear out the requirements that he wants to be met in order to fulfill the objective of is 

organization. Also, mistakes by the requirement gathering team may also result in risk 

occurrence. Since, client may be a non-technical person, the technical persons may feel a 

communication gap and thus, may interpret the requirements in a wrong direction. 

• Improper or Incomplete Documentation – In most of the organizations, the 

development team may not have direct interaction with the client. Rather, they rely on the 

SRS documents created by the Requirements Management team. The team may have 

made mistakes during documentation, which will force the design and development teams 

to create a project not fulfilling the objectives thus, ultimately leading their project to 

failure. 

• Improper work, schedule and budget estimation – Due to lack of experience or proper 

requirements documentation, the team may make mistakes in estimating the labor, 

resources, development time and amount of work. All this will eventually result in wrong 

budget estimate. Thus, the increased budget may be exposed during development or after 

delivery which will bring the moral of client down, and ultimately, project may die. 

• Attitude of Organization – The attitude of an organization also plays important role in 

this issue. Whether it is the client, or the developing organization, it is important that how 

they want to deal with possible set of risks that may arise. 

2.2 Risk Occurrence Factors during Developmental Stages 

• Availability of Resources – As discussed above, due to mistakes made and risks ignored 

during initial stages, there is a wide possibility that the resources required will be planned, 

arranged and allotted mistakenly. Arranging and availability of crucial resources like 
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labor, machinery, finance, etc. are likely to be mis-arranged which may result in delaying 

of schedules, confusions and misunderstandings. 

• Skills of Development team – Optimized code is the key of a successful project. A work 

done smartly is far more efficient than a work done redundantly. The coding style of less 

skilled developers may not be smart enough to make project light and fast. Developer 

may also not be able to clearly comment every part of code which makes it difficult for 

testing and maintenance team to understand and debug at later stages. [7] 

• Frequent Change in Requirements – Sometimes, client is not sure about how his 

software should work. This happens especially in case of non-technical clients who just 

want to have a software which can do their work quickly. In such cases, when a client 

gets prototype of his software, or gets hands on experience on some other, they change 

their requirements everytime and this becomes headache for the developer’s side.[1] 

• Changing Objectives – Another big problem for the developer’s side arises when client 

changes the objective of his software after having a hand on experience on it. Sometimes, 

change in objective needs a complete re-development cycle for that project. 

• Communication channel on developer’s side – This issue reflects the flaws in 

management of an organization itself. There may not be an open or proper 

communication channel between authorities and developing team members or leaders, or 

they may not get space for free talk.[8] 

• Team Management – This is another management flaw in which, either a developer is 

forced to work on more than one projects simultaneously or he may be switched among 

projects. In this issue, a developer will lack in full concentration on the objectives of any 

project thus, will work with less efficiency. Also, the development team may have been 

set up at dispersed locations, thus creating a communication gap between them.[8] 

• Neglecting Critical Risks – Sometimes, either client or developer side comes to know 

about critical risks well-in-time but, wither they ignore the risks or don’t consider them. 

There may be several reasons for this like lack of complete knowledge and experience, 

less budget, less time availability, lack of required resources, etc.[8] 

3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
Risk :- A risk is an uncertain factor which can change the direction of a successfully 

proceeding project towards failure at any point during its development or maintenance and 

produces financial, objective and reputation losses. . 
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3.1 Risk Management Flow Diagram 
Now, we know that risk management is so necessary, we must know what risk management 

constitutes of. As proposed in my previous paper[8],  Risk management may constitute many 

phases and these phases can be connected together in the form of a flowchart as illustrated in 

FLOWCHART.1. A brief description of every phase is also given below[8]: 

•    Risk Planning :- In this, we need to plan the organizations viewpoint towards risk 

management, setting up the risk management department and constituting risk 

management team, assigning duties to team members, deciding budget for risk 

management, planning other risk management resources, etc. 

• Risk Identification & Evaluation:- In this, the risk management team understand the 

objectives of organization and customer requirements in great details and then 

identify the risks than are likely to occur during a project’s life cycle. The Risks, their 

probability of occurrence, their areas of impact and total lost that they can impose, are 

evaluated. 

• Risk Documentation :- The risks that are identified and analyzed, are documented 

with all their details in a document register. The possible prevention steps for each 

risk are also noted down as risk responses. 

• Risk Avoidance:- In this phases, all the necessary steps to avoid the known risks are 

proposed, reviewed and implemented. 

• Risk Analysis:- After a documented risk is encountered even after avoidance, the 

occurrence area of encountered risks are searched and their impact level in the present 

scenario are analyzed. If an un-documented risk is encountered then, Risk 

Identification step is taken again and same path is followed. 

• Risk Responses:- In this phase, the documented risk responses are applied to the 

corresponding risk that has been encountered. 

• Risk Clearance :- Most of the risks are completely resolved after applying risk 

responses. If documented risks are not cleared, then, we have to move to next phase. 

If after clearance of a risk, we encounter some new risks then, we can either move 

back to Risk Identification phase or, move further, whatever choice feels suitable 

depending upon the estimated impact of risk, project budget and schedule. 

• Risk Acceptance :- If we fail to clear away a risk, then, we have to accept that risk 

and make a separate document for unhandled risks and continue the development 
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process. The newly unhandled risks can be analyzed and responses may be generated 

later. 
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3.2 Factors Inviting Risks to Occur 

• Feasibility Study not done properly – After receiving the requirement of a project, the 

developer’s side may not perform feasibility study in a proper manner. Generally, 

feasibility study involves: 

o Verifying the existence of similar product in the market. 

o Analyzing its pros, cons and its architecture. 

o Understanding its popularity, finding the risks resulting in its failure, if any and the 

strengths in its success. 

o Analyzing availability and possibility of arranging required resources, manpower and 

financial reserves. 

o Analyzing self-skills to match the required ones for that project. 

o Analyzing the objectives and expected potential of the product. 

• Development Tools – Selection of right development tool is also a crucial decision. The 

tool selected must match the skills of developer and requirements of project. Only a 

properly balanced selection will give the right product. 

• Ignoring past failures – It may be possible that the team has good experience on project 

development in past. But, sometimes, they ignore the risks and failures encountered in 

their past and may start work in over confidence. Such approach produces worse effects 

on project’s success. 

• Lack of Presentation – Risk response is as important as Risk identification. Management 

can give a good risk response only when it knows the actual harms that can be made by 

the risks. The team may fail in exposing the expected harms of ignoring some risks and 

thus, the authorities may not concentrate on resolving them. Such risks, when occur, will 

instantly affect the development process. 

3.3 Risk Factors During Feasibility Study Phase 

Now, we know that it is necessary to involve the Risk Management process in our Software 

Development Process. But, a single word - Risk – cannot be used as such in every task of 

development. We need to find out the possible risks, the potential of its occurrence, possible 

remedies and proper implementation process of those remedial steps. In this section, we will 

have a discussion about Feasibility Study stage. Some factors were proposed in the previous 

section. Here those factors are discussed in detailed with some proposed remedial steps. 
• Understanding Objectives: It is important to understand the objectives of client 

before starting any process. The developer party should have a quality discussion 
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about objectives, especially with client who are not technical. It should be make sure 

that client really wants that product and what he expects from that product in his 

organization. 

• Verifying the existence of similar product in the market: 
It is a task which needs the involvement of both the parties. If client already knows 

any similar products, he must lay down his ideas regarding their uselessness for his 

organization. He must discuss it with the development party that what he knows about 

such products and why he will not go for them. Most of the times, client is not aware 

of technical issues, so he may skip such discussions unknowingly. So, the developer 

party should also have a discussion with the client regarding this matter. They should 

aware the client about the importance of this market survey. If developer party is 

conducting this survey, it should make sure that majority of the available products are 

well analyzed before reaching a conclusion. 

• Analyzing its pros, cons: This is an important task in this process. The developer 

party must analyze the available products both from market and client’s point of view. 

It should be analyzed that what s the level of satisfaction that product is providing to 

its present user. It should also try to have a discussion with those users and gather 

information. Also, it should analyze that what effect can this product have on its client 

organization. How near and far that product is from fulfilling the objectives of its 

client. 
• Analyzing its architecture: If the developer party finds a product standing nearby 

client’s objectives, then it should analyze that product deeply and find out the 

modules or ideas that can support its development process in a positive manner. 

• Strengths and Risks: In case of a popular or successful product, it is beneficial to 

find out the strengths of current product. Documenting and implementing those 

strengths may sometimes itself clear out some risks from current development 

process. It is possible that some strength were gained after a long risk management 

process in earlier product. So, using such ideas, similar risks are likely to be resolved 

automatically or with less labor. 

• Resources, Manpower and Finance: These are the crucial issues which should be 

kept in mind during feasibility study. Generally, a rough idea of requirement or target 

project can be drawn when proposal for a development arrives. The developer party 

should at least roughly analyze its capabilities in terms of resources, manpower and 
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finance depending on that rough idea. A single freelancer cannot develop software for 

centralized banking or even for connecting small organizations. 

• Self-Skills: The developer party should also analyze that whether they have skills 

which are required to meet the target objectives. For example, a developer knowing 

only .Net cannot control a Mainframe system. He can develop medium level 

applications for organizations but cannot connect to mainframe without knowing 

COBOL, or PASCAL or other required skills. In such cases, it should see whether 

there is any possibility of having collaboration with another party who has experience 

of working on mainframe. Starting SDLC without ensuring collaboration can result in 

freeze or dead project during development. 

3.4 Some possible outcomes of Risk-Imparted Feasibility Study 

• Incomplete Understanding of Objectives: 

o Wrong competitive tools may be selected. 

o Incompletely analyzed data. 

o Client may change his objectives during SDLC. 

o Complete SDLC will go in wrong direction. 
• No Survey and analysis of existing product. 

o New product may not be competitive enough. 

o It may contain the same flaws as already exist. 

o Solutions of common issues have to be searched from scratch. 

o Estimation of budget and resources may go wrong. 

o Existing preferred features may be unknown to the development party. 

o Wrong or no future potential estimation for the product. 
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4. CONCLUSION 
Risk Management is a critical process which is supposed to be started right from the first day 

of development proposal. Risks of every stage of SDLC should be considered, documented, 

discussed and managed initially rather than working on it during development. Clients should 

take it as an important aspect of his software’s development process. Proper development 

management and risk management, collectively prevents the organizations from facing 

overburdens and failures. Thus, risk management is not only crucial for a project. Rather, it is 

crucial for the overall development of an organization and its objectives. So, it is strongly 

advised to tae risk management seriously and implements it as effectively as possible in every 

organization. 
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